Abstract. The purpose of this work is to reduce the workload of human experts in building systematic reviews from published articles, used in evidence-based medicine. We propose to use a committee of classifiers to rank biomedical abstracts based on the predicted relevance to the topic under review. In our approach, we identify two subsets of abstracts: one that represents the top, and another that represents the bottom of the ranked list. These subsets, identified using machine learning (ML) techniques, are considered zones where abstracts are labeled with high confidence as relevant or irrelevant to the topic of the review. Early experiments with this approach using different classifiers and different representation techniques show significant workload reduction.
Introduction
Evidence-based medicine (EBM) is an approach to medical research and practice that attempts to provide better care with better outcomes by basing clinical decisions on solid scientific evidence [1] . Systematic Reviews (SR) are one of the main tools of EBM. Building SRs is a process of reviewing literature on a specific topic with the goal of distilling a targeted subset of data. Usually, the reviewed data includes titles and abstracts of biomedical articles that could be relevant to the topic. SR can be seen as a text classification problem with two classes: a positive class containing articles relevant to the topic of review and a negative class for articles that are not relevant. In this paper we propose an algorithm to reduce the workload of building SRs while maintaining the required performance of the existing manual workflow. The number of articles classified by the ML algorithm with high confidence can be considered a measure of workload reduction.
Ranking Method
Ranking Algorithm. The proposed approach is based on using committees of classification algorithms to rank instances based on their relevance to the topic of review. We have implemented a two-step ranking algorithm. While the first step, called local ranking, is used to rank instances based on a single classifier output, the second step, named collective ranking, integrates the local ranking results of individual classifiers and sorts instances based on all local ranking results.
The local ranking process is a simple mapping:
( , ) All instances to be classified (test set instances) are sorted based on the local ranking scores . A sorted list of instances is built for each classifier j. As a result, each instance i is assigned a local rank that is the position (the rank) of the current instance in the ordered list of instances with respect to the current classifier j:
where N is the total number of instances to be classified. In the second step, the collective ranking score is calculated for each instance i over all the applied classifiers, as follows:
All instances to be classified are in the end based on the collective ranking scores. The collective ordered list of instances is a result of this sorting. Finally, we get the collective rank for each instance as the number associated with that instance in the collective ordered list (the position in the list):
An instance with a higher collective rank is more relevant to the topic under review than another instance with a lower collective rank.
Classification rule for the committee of classifiers. The classification decision of the committee is based on the collective ordered list of instances. The key point is to establish two thresholds: T -top threshold (number of instances to be classified as positive); B -bottom threshold (number of instances to be classified as negative).
We propose a special Machine Learning (ML) technique to determine T and B for new test data by applying our classifiers on the labeled data (the training set). Since human experts have assigned the labels for all training set instances, top and bottom thresholds on the training set could be created with respect to the required level of prediction confidence (which in our case is the average recall and precision level of individual human experts). As top and bottom thresholds for the training set are assigned, we simply project them on the test set, while adjusting them to the new distribution of the data, the proportions of the size of the prediction zones and gray zone are maintained. After the thresholds are determined, the committee classification rule is as follows: 
Experiments
The work presented here was done on a SR data set provided by TrialStat Corporation [2] . The source data includes 23334 medical articles pre-selected for the review. While 19637 articles have title and abstract, 3697 articles have only the title. The data set has an imbalance rate (the ratio of positive class to the entire data set) of 8.94%. A stratified repeated random sampling scheme was applied to validate the experimental results. The data was randomly split into a training set and a test set five times. On each split, the training set included 7000 articles (~30%) , while the test set included 16334 articles (~70%) The results from each split were then averaged.
We applied two data representation schemes to build document-term matrices: Bag-of-words (BOW) and second order co-occurrence representation [3] . CHI2 feature selection was applied to exclude terms with low discriminative power. In order to build the committee, we used the following algorithms 1 : (1) Complement Naïve Bayes [4] ; (2) Discriminative Multinomial Naïve Bayes [5] ; (3) Alternating Decision Tree [6] ; (4) AdaBoost (Logistic Regression) [7] ; (5)AdaBoost (j48) [7] .
Results
By using the above described method to derive the test set thresholds from the training set, the top threshold is set to 700 and the bottom threshold is set to 8000. Therefore, the prediction zone consists of 8700 articles (700 top-zone articles and 8000 bottom-zone articles) that represent 37.3% of the whole corpus. At the same time, the gray zone includes 7634 articles (32.7% of the corpus). Table 1 presents the recall and precision results calculated for the positive class. (Only prediction zone articles are taken into account.) Table 1 also includes the average recall and precision results for human expert predictions 2 , observed SR data from the TrialStat Inc.
The proposed approach includes two levels of ensembles: the committee of classifiers and an ensemble of data representation techniques. We observed that using the ensemble approach has brought significant impact on performance improving (possible because it removes the variance and the mistakes of individual algorithms). 
Conclusions
The experiments show that a committee of ML classifiers can rank biomedical research abstracts with a confidence level similar to human experts. The abstracts selected with our ranking method are classified by the ML technique with a recall value of 91.6% and a precision value of 84.3% for the class of interest. The human workload reduction that we achieved in our experiments is 37.3% over the whole data.
